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§1. Breaking symmetry and hidden symmetry 

1.1. The purpose of this exposition is to give a survey of the recent 
study of discrete decomposable restrictions of unitary representa
tions of real reductive Lie groups ([24], [30], [31]). We shall also give 
some perspectives by examples and open problems. 

There have been recent developments in connection with restrictions 
of unitary representations such as: 
i) finding explicit branching laws ([8], [10], [16], [23], [24], [33], [36], 
[37], [40], [44], [57]), 
ii) estimate of multiplicities in the branching laws ([30], [35]), 
iii) topology of modular varieties in locally Riemannian symmetric 
spaces ([34]), 
iv) construction of new discrete series representations for non-symmetric 
homogeneous spaces ([15], [22], [24], [27], [28], [32], [39]), 
v) finding explicit parameters >. for which Zuckerman-Vogan's derived 
functor modules Aq (>.) are non-zero with>. singular in some special set
tings ([22], §4), 
vi) existence problem of compact Clifford-Klein forms ofnon-Riemannian 
homogeneous spaces ([21], [25], [26], [42]). 

Received March 31, 1998. 
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Some of these attempts have been successful especially in the frame
work of discretely decomposable restrictions. In this article, with these 
applications in mind, we shall concentrate on a theoretical aspect of 
discrete decomposable restrictions. 

1.2. Let G be a group and G' its subgroup. Suppose that 1r : G -+ 

GL(1t) is a representation of G. The restriction of 7r to G' defines a 
representation of G', denoted by (1rlc', 1t), or simply by 1rlc'• Con
versely, a representation of a smaller group G' is sometimes extended to 
a larger group G. In quantum physics, the former arises as breaking 
symmetry, and the latter is sometimes called hidden symmetry. 

Hidden Symmetry 

'7 
G' C G GL(1t) 

Breaking Symmetry 

Suppose that G' C G are Lie groups. We denote by G the unitary 
dual of G, that is, the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary 

representations of G. Likewise, G' for G'. 
The restriction 1rl 0 , is not necessarily irreducible. If G' is of type I 

in the sense of von Neumann algebras ( any reductive Lie group G' is the 
case), then the restriction 1rlc, is uniquely decomposed into the direct 
integral of irreducible unitary representations of G': 

(1.2.1) 

where dµ is a Borel measure on G' with the Fell topology and 

is the multiplicity defined almost everywhere with respect to dµ. 
The formula (1.2.1) is called the branching law for the restriction 

1rlc,. 

1.3. As an introduction of a hidden symmetry and its branching law, 
we consider the Fourier series expansion for L2 (S1 ) and the Fourier 
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transform for L2 (JR). The Parseval-Plancherel formula gives the isome
try between £ 2 (81 ) (respectively, L2 (JR)) and the direct integral of one 

dimensional Hilbert spaces Cev'=Inx over a countable measure on Z (re
spectively, over the Lebesgue measure on JR): 

{2,r 
F t---t F(n) = Jo F(x)e-v'=Inxdx 

with inversion formulae 

(1.3.2)(a) F(x) = 2_ L F(n)ev'=Inx 
27r 

nEZ 

(discrete), 

(1.3.2)(b) (continuous). 

1.4. We consider a naive question: 

Question 1.4. Why the Fourier series expansion {1.3.2}(a) is dis
crete, and the Fourier transform {1.3.2}(b) is continuous in the inversion 
formula (also in the L 2 -correspondence) ? 

Of course, there are many explanations from various viewpoints. For 
instance, 

Explanation 1.4.1. By the explicit inversion formula as above. 

Explanation 1.4.2. It is explained by the knowledge of the square 
integrability of harmonic oscillator (ev'=Inx E L 2 (S1 ); ev'=I(x (j. L2 (JR)). 

These explanations are concrete answers for the Fourier expansion 
on JR or S1 indeed, but a more abstract argument could lead us to a 
further generalization: 

Explanation 1.4.3. From the view point of analysis, the formulae 
(1.3.2) can be regarded as the expansion into eigenspaces of the Lapla-

cian .:'.). = ~. The elliptic self-adjoint differential operator .:'.). has only 
discrete spectrum for a compact manifold M (in our case, M = S 1 ), 

which explains the discreteness in (1.3.2)(a). 

Explanation 1.4.4. From the view point of representation theory, 
which goes back to H. Weyl, the formula (1.3.1) can be regarded as 
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the irreducible decomposition of the regular representation £ 2 ( G) of an 
abelian Lie group G = 8 1 or R Then, the discreteness of the Fourier 
series expansion is explained in a more general framework, namely, in the 
Peter-Weyl theorem which gives a (discrete) irreducible decomposition 
of L 2 (G) for any compact group G. 

Explanation 1.4.S. Another representation theoretic explanation is 
given by hidden symmetry (using the action of 8£(2, IR)). 

This is our viewpoint in this article. We shall explain the details in 
§1.5 ~ §1.8. The main point here, different from Explanation 1.4.4, is 
that we use the non-commutative action of 8£(2, IR) behind 8 1 or IR, so 
that we may extract more information of the Fourier expansion by using 
the representation theory of 8£(2, IR). 

1.5. We consider 8£(2, IR) and its subgroups: 

( 
cos 0 -sin 0) 

K := { . : 0 E IR/21rZ} 
sm0 cos0 

c::: 51, 

G = 8£(2, IR) ::J G' := N := { ( ~ ~) : b E IR} 

(
es 

A:= { 0 

We define a principal series representation 1T of G = 8£(2, IR) on 
L2 (IR) given by 

(1.5.1) 1r(g): L 2 (IR) ~ L 2 (IR), f(x) 1--+ lex+ dl- 1 f( ax+\ 
cx+d 

where g-1 = (: ! ) E G. It is well-known that the representation 1T 

is irreducible as a G-module (Bargman, 1947). 

1.6. (Restriction G ! N) First, we consider the restriction of 1T with 
respect to G ! N. If a= d = 1 and c = 0 then (1.5.1) reduces to 

(1r(g)f)(x) = f(x + b). 

This means that the restriction 1rlN is given by the regular representation 
of N c::: IR on L 2 (IR). Thus, the branching law 1rlN is nothing but the 
IR-irreducible decomposition of L2 (IR), which is given by the Fourier 
transform (1.3.l)(b). 
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Conversely, G = SL(2, JR) is regarded as a hidden symmetry for 
the regular representation of JR on L2 (JR). Then, we can explain that 
the spectrum of the Fourier expansion for L2 (JR) is purely continuous 
(in particular, it is not discretely decomposable), by using the action 
of SL(2, JR) (the subgroup AN will do) by the following lemma with 
a:=1rlAN· 

Lemma 1.6. Let a be a unitary representation of the group AN 
on a countable Hilbert space 1-l such that the space of N-fixed vectors 
1-lN = {0}. Then, there is no discrete spectrum in the restriction alN, 

namely, HomN(T,alN) = {O} for any TEN. 

Sketch of Proof. The abelian group A '.:::' JR~ normalizes N '.:::' JR, 

and A acts on N '.:::' HJR with three orbits: 

N '.:::' {eFI(x: ( < O} U {eFI(x: ( = O} U {eFI(x: ( > O}. 

Because a(a)oaoa(a)- 1 is unitarily equivalent to a for each fixed a EA, 
the support of the measure in the branching law alN is A-invariant, 
whence the lemma. D 

1. 7. (Restriction G l A) The restriction 7r with respect to G l A is 
decomposed into only continuous spectrum with multiplicity 2. In order 
to see this, we consider the following map: 

where T+ (similarly, T_) is defined by 

Then, (1rlA, L2 (JR+)) (similarly, (1rlA, L2 (JR_))) is unitarily equivalent to 
the regular representation of A ('.:::' JR) because 

(
e8 

T+(1r(g)J)(t) = (T+J)(t - 2s), for g = 0 

This gives a concrete proof that the branching law of the restriction 
1rlA consists of only continuous spectrum. However, different from the 
case G l Nin §1.6, we cannot apply an elementary abstract argument 
such as Lemma 1.6. Instead, we shall give criteria for the discrete de
composability of the restriction in a general setting (see Theorem A and 
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Theorem B in §4), by using both micro-local analysis and algebraic rep
resentation theory. In order to give a flavor, we write their criteria in 
this specific example of the restriction G 1 A (notation will be explained 
in §4): 

The criterion in Theorem A (admissibility in the branching law) fails 
for the restriction wlA in the following manner: 

Cone(A) n ASK(1r) = JR n JR# {O}. 

On the other hand, the criterion in Theorem B for algebraic discrete 
decomposability of the restriction wlA fails, namely, pr9 ---+a (V9 (1rK)) <t. 
N;, which is written in a suitable coordinate as 

pr 1 ( { ( x, y, 0) E <C3 : x2 + y2 = 0}) = <C <t. { 0}, 

where we put pr1 : CC3 --+ CC, (x, y, z) f---> x. 

1.8. (Restriction G 1 K) The restriction 1r with respect to G 1 K 
is decomposed discretely with multiplicity free, which corresponds to 
the Fourier series expansion (1.3.2)(a) of S1 . This map can be written 
explicitly as follows: We define 

Then T is a unitary operator ( up to a scalar constant) which intertwines 
the K-action by 

T (w ( co~cp sincp) 1) ('lj;) = (Tf)('lj;- 2 ). 
- sm cp cos cp cp 

Thus, the restriction wlK is decomposed discretely into irreducible rep

resentations of K, according to L2 (S1 ) '.:::'. I:EBCCev'=In°. 
nEZ 

The criterion of Theorem A (admissibility in the branching law) 
holds in this example in the following manner: 

Cone(K) n ASK(1r) = {O} n JR= {O}. 

On the other hand, the criterion for algebraic discrete decomposability 
(Theorem B) holds, namely, pr9 ---+t (V9 (1rK)) C N/, which is written in 
a suitable coordinate as 

pr3 ( { (x, y, 0) E CC2 : x2 + y2 = O}) = {O} C {O}, 
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where we put pr3 : <C3 - <C, (x, y, z) f----, z. 

1.9. We have interpreted the naive question (1.4) as the discreteness 
(or continuity) of the spectrum in some branching laws nlc, in §1.6 and 
§1.8. 

As is easy to see, the compactness of G' is a sufficient condition for 
the discrete decomposition like the Fourier series expansion (1.3.2)(a). 

The starting point here is a surprising example (see Example 3.3) 
that the compactness of G' is not a necessary condition for the discrete 
branching law. 

§2. Analytic and algebraic notion of discretely decomposable 
restrictions 

2.1. In this article, we consider the restriction nlc, in the following 
setting: 

Setting 2.1. 
G: a real reductive linear Lie group or its finite covering group. 
G': a closed subgroup of G which is reductive in G. 
(1r, 'H): an irreducible unitary representation of G. 

There exists a Cartan involution 0 of G such that 0G' = G'. We 
define 

(2.1.1) K := c0 = {g E G : 0g = g}' K' := K n G'. 

Then K is a maximal compact subgroup of G and K' is that of G'. A 
typical example of Setting 2.1 is: 

(G,G') = (GL(n,IR),O(p,n-p)), 

(K, K') c::: (O(n), O(p) x O(n - p)). 

The purpose of this section is to formulate "discreteness" of the 
branching law of unitary representations both in an analytic way (Defi
nition 2.3) and in an algebraic way (Definition 2.6). 

2.2. The branching law of the restriction nla, may have a wild behavior 
in Setting 2.1, in particular, when G' is non-compact. It can involve both 
continuous and discrete spectrum, possibly with infinite multiplicity, 
even if (G, G') is a semisimple symmetric pair (see [24], §0; see also 
Remark 5.4 for a more delicate case). 
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On the other hand, there have been certainly successful achieve
ments in special settings of branching problems: 

Example 2.2. 1) The case where G is compact. A classical (but 
still active) branching problems are to find explicit irreducible decom
positions of the restrictions to various ·subgroups of a compact Lie group 
G. We have at least a procedure to obtain branching laws because TC 

is finite dimensional and because we know an explicit character formula 
due to H.Weyl. 
2) The case where G' = K, a maximal compact subgroup of G. The 
branching law nlK is called the K-type formula. A knowledge on the K
type formula, even if it is partial, sometimes reveals the crucial property 
of the representation n (e.g. the minimal K-type theory due to Vogan). 
Also, branching laws are known for some important cases such as the 
generalized Blattner formula where TC is a Zuckerman-Vogan's derived 
functor module (see [12], [48] Theorem 6.3.12). 
3) The case where n is a unitary highest weight module. 

(3-a) If n is a holomorphic discrete series, an explicit decomposition 
formula of nla, has been found (eg. [16], [33], [43], [47]) for a 
symmetric pair (G, G'). 

(3-b) If n is the Segal-Shale-Weil representation of the metaplectic 
group, and if G' = G~ G~ forms a reductive dual pair, there has 
been an extensive study of branching problems nla, in connec
tion to the 0-correspondence ([1], [14], [18]). 

One of the motivations to introduce "discrete branching laws" is 
to find a nice framework of branching problems, which generalize the 
settings in Example 2.2. 

2.3. Here is an analytic formulation for discrete branching laws: 

Definition 2.3 (analytic definition; see [23], [24]). We say that the 
restriction nla, is G'-admissible if the restriction nla, splits into a 
discrete sum of irreducible unitary representations: 

Ell 
nla1 '.:::'. L n11"(r)r, (discrete Hilbert sum), 

rEG' 

with multiplicity n7r ( T) E N = { 0, 1, 2, ... } . 

The point here is that there is no continuous spectrum in the 
branching law and that each multiplicity is finite. 
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2.4. Here is a special but important example of G' -admissible restric
tions: 

Fact 2.4 (Harish-Chandra [11]). Any irreducible unitary represen
tation 1r of G is K -admissible when restricted to K. 

In a usual terminology, "K-admissible" is simply called admissible. 
Fact 2.4 is sometimes called a basic theorem ofHarish-Chandra (see 
[55], Theorem 3.4.1), which has played a fundamental role in establishing 
algebraic methods of representation theory of real reductive Lie groups 
(the study of (gc, K)-modules). 

2.5. Next, we consider an algebraic formulation. Let [J be a Lie algebra, 
and X an [)-module. 

Definition 2.5 ([31], Definition 1.1). We say Xis discretely de-
composable if there is an increasing filtration {Xm} of [)-submodules 
such that 
(2.5.1) X = LJ::'=o Xm, 
(2.5.2) Xm is of finite length as an [)-module (i.e. has composition series 
of finite length). 

Obviously, it is the case if X itself is an [)-module of finite length. 

2.6. Suppose we are in Setting 2.1. We write 7rK for the underlying 

(gc, K)-module of 1r E G. 

Definition 2.6 (algebraic definition; [31]). We say that the restric
tion 1rla, is g'-discretely decomposable (or algebraically discretely 
decomposable), if 7rK is discretely decomposable as a g'-module. This 
is equivalent to the condition that we haye an isomorphism as (gb K')
modules: 

(2.6.1) 7rK '::::'. E9 n7r(T)TK' (as (g~, K')-modules) 

because 1r is unitary (see [31], Lemma 1.3). 
The right side of (2.6.1) is an algebraic direct sum of (gb K')

modules, TK' runs over irreducible (gb K')-modules, and the multiplic
ity n7r(T) E NU {oo}. 

The following is easy from definition: 
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Example 2.6.2. Suppose G' is compact. Then, for any 7r E G, the 
restriction nl0 , is g'-discretely decomposable. 

2. 7. Algebraically discrete decomposability implies analytic discrete 
decomposability as follows: 

Theorem 2. 7. Suppose we are in Setting 2.1. If the restriction 
nl0 , is g' -discretely decomposable, then we have 

for which we write n.-( T) E N U { oo}. Furthermore, the restriction 1r I G' 
is decomposed discretely into the direct sum of unitary representations: 

E& 
1ria1 ~ I: n1r(T)T ( discrete Hilbert sum). 

TEG' 

2.8. There is a slight difference between Definition 2.3 (analytic defi
nition) and Definition 2.6 (algebraic definition). The main difference is 
that the multiplicity is allowed to be infinite in Definition 2.6. We shall 
discuss this point in §5. 

§3. Compact-like actions in infinite dimensional groups 

3.1. In this section, we propose to compare discrete branching laws 
with actions of discrete groups. 

Suppose we are in Setting 2.1. The restriction nla, deals with the 
group homomorphism 

1r: G'-, U(H), 

where U(H) is the group of unitary operators on H. If G' is compact, 
then the restriction nla, is discretely decomposable. The notion of the 
discrete decomposable restriction nl0 , means that the image 1r( G') in 
the group U(H) behaves somehow like a compact group. 

Let r be a discrete group acting on a locally compact topological 
space X. Then we have a group homomorphism 

w : r -, Homeo(X), 
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where Homeo(X) is the group of homeomorphisms of X. The notion of 
the properly discontinuous action of r means that the image w(r) in 
the group Homeo(X) behaves somehow like a finite group. 

The point in this observation is that both U(H) and Homeo(X) are 
"infinite dimensional groups" and that (non-compact) subgroups 7r(G) 
and w(r) may behave like compact groups inside such huge groups. 

3.2. Our guiding philosophy is in the following diagram: 

1) Discrete version : properly discontinuous actions 

!i 
2) Continuous version : proper actions (see R. Palais [45]) 

!i 
3) Representation version 1 : 7rlc, is G' -admissible 

( analytic definition, §2.3) (no continuous spectrum) 

!i 
4) Representation version 2 : algebraically discrete decomposable 

( algebraic definition, §2.6) 

Surprisingly, there is a mysterious similarity between properly dis
continuous actions and discrete branching laws. The similarity appears 
not only in the observation on "compact-like" actions in both of the 
definitions, but also in both of the criteria; one is for the action of a 
discrete group r on a homogeneous space X := G / H to be properly 
discontinuous where rand Hare subgroups of a reductive group G (see 
[3] and [25], which generalize the criterion of proper actions of reduc
tive subgroups [21]), and the other is for the restriction of the unitary 
representation 7rlc, to be discretely decomposable in Setting 2.1 (see 
Theorem A). Both of the criteria are given in terms of the intersection 
of certain invariants of r and G / H ( G' and ( 7r, H), respectively). 

3.3. More than the above mentioned similarity, the study of prop
erly discontinuous actions leads us to an interesting example of discrete 
decomposable restrictions: 

Example 3.3 (Kobayashi, 1988). We take G' c G :J H to be 

(G', G, H) := (Sp(n, 1), SU(2n, 2), U(2n, 1)). 

Then we have, 
1) For any discrete subgroup r of G', r acts properly discontinuously 
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on G/H. 
2) For any closed subgroup L of G', L acts properly on G/H. 
3) For any 1r E G- satisfying Home ( 1r, £ 2 ( G / H)) =J { 0}, the restriction 
1rle 1 is G'-admissible. 

4) For any 1r E G- satisfying Home ( 7r, £ 2 ( G / H)) =J { 0}, the restriction 
nle' is g'-discretely decomposable. 

Example 3.3 (1) and (2) are special cases of [21], Theorem 4.1. Ex
ample (3) and (4) are generalized in [24], Theorem 3.2 (Theorem A in 
§4 is a further generalization). 

We note that the representation 1r in Example 3.3 (3) is not a high
est weight module. One can write 1r in terms of a Zuckerman-Vogan's 
module Aq (>.) (see §4.10). 

§4. Criterion for discretely decomposable restrictions 

4.1. In this section, we give a sufficient condition (see Theorem A) for 
the restriction nle, to be G'-admissible in terms of two cones Cone(G') 
(see Definition 4.2) and ASK(n) (see Definition 4.4); the former depends 
on a subgroup G' of G, and the latter on an irreducible representation 
1r of G. Then, we shall discuss about a necessary condition (see Theo
rems Band C) for the branching law nle, to be g'-discretely decompos
able. 

Let G be a connected real reductive Lie group with a maximal com
pact subgroup K. We write g = t + p for the corresponding Cartan 
decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G. We fix a Cartan subalgebra t 
of£, and a positive system ..6. +(tc, tc). We write At+ ( C At*) for 

the dominant Weyl chamber, and A ( C At*) for the weight lattice of 
K. We put 

(4.1.1) A+ :=An Rt+-
The highest weight theory due to Cartan-Weyl establishes a bijection: 

( 4.1.2) R '.::::' A+, 

We fix an Ad*(K)-invariant inner product on Ar, and then re
gard At* as a subspace of Ar. 

4.2. Suppose that G' is a closed subgroup of G which is reductive in G. 
As in Setting 2.1, we can assume that K' := KnG' is a maximal compact 
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subgroup of C'. Then we have a Cartan decomposition g' t' + p' 
compatible with g = t + p. Let t'J__ be the annihilator oft' in t*. 

Definition 4.2. For a 0-stable subgroup C' of C, we define a cone 
in At* by 

Cone(C') := At+ n AAd*(K)t'J__. 

4.3. We can describe Cone(C') explicitly if (C, C') is a reductive sym
metric pair. 

Definition 4. 3.1. Suppose a- is an involutive automorphism of a 
real reductive Lie group C. Let ca := {g EC: a-g = g}, and cg be the 
identity component of ca. If a subgroup C' of C satisfies cg c C' c ca, 
we say (C, C') is a reductive symmetric pair. The Lie algebra g' is 
given by ga :={XE g: a-X = X}. 

For example, (SL(n, JR), SO(p, n-p)) is a reductive symmetric pair. 
After a conjugation by inner automorphisms of C if necessary, we 

may and do assume that a- commutes with 0 and that 

ca:= t-a n t 

is a maximal abelian subspace oft-a :={XE t: a-X = -X}. Further
more, we can take ,6. +(tic, fc) to be compatible with a positive system 
of the restricted root system I;(tic, tc"a). Then we have: 

Proposition 4.3.2. Let (C, C') be a reductive symmetric pair. 
Retain the above notation. Then we have 

Cone(C') = At+ n A(ca)*. 

Here, we regard (t-a)* as a subspace oft* by the direct sum decomposi
tion t = ta + ca. 

4.4. Now, we give a quick review of the asymptotic cone ASK(1r) for 

1r E G. If V is a subset in the Euclidean space Jf.1!..N, we define the 
asymptotic cone V oo by 

Voo := {y E !RN: there exists a sequence (Yn,En) EV x IR+ 

such that lim EnYn = y and lim En = O}. 
n--+<X> n--+(X) 

Then, V oo is a closed cone in !RN. 
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Definition 4.4 (asymptotic K-support; see [19]). For 7r E G, we 
define two subsets of Rt* by 

SuppK(7r) :={>,.EA+: HomK(T>.., 7r) =/= {0}}, 

ASK(7r) := SuppK(7r)oo. 

Then ASK ( 7r) is a closed cone in Rt* satisfying 

because SuppK(7r) CA+ and A+oo = Rt+. 

4.5. Here is a sufficient condition for the restriction 7rlc' to be G'
admissible. 

Theorem A (see [30], Theorem 2.9 (1)). Suppose we are in Set-

ting 2.1. If 7r E G and the pair ( G, G') satisfy 

(4.5.1) ASK(7r) n Cone(G') = {0}, 

then the restriction 7rlK' is K' -admissible. In particular, the restriction 
7rlc, is g' -discretely decomposable. Furthermore, the restriction 7rlc, is 
also G' -admissible, that is, we have a unitary G' -equivalence: 

7rlc 1 c:::: LE!l m1r(r) T {discrete Hilbert sum), 

TEO' 

where mn(r) := dimHomc,(r,7rlc,) < oo for each TE G'. 

We refer [30] for an upper estimate of the multiplicity m1r(r). 

4.6. For an understanding of Theorem A, we consider two extremal 
cases. 

Remark 4. 6. First, we observe: 

( 4.6.1) 

(4.6.2) 

ASK(7r) = {0} {c} dim7r < oo, 

Cone(G') = {0} {c} G'::) K. 

Of course, one of these conditions implies the assumption (4.5.1) in Theo
rem A. The conclusion of Theorem A in the first case (4.6.1) corresponds 
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to the complete reducibility of a finite dimensional unitary representa
tion 1rlc', while that in the second case (4.6.2) corresponds to Harish
Chandra's fundamental theorem (see Fact 2.4). 

4. 7. The proof of Theorem A is based on two lemmas: 

Lemma 4. 7.1 ([24], Theorem 1.2). If 1rlK' is K'-admissible, 1rlc' 
is G' -admissible. 

Lemma 4.7.2 ([30], Theorem 2.8). Let 1r E G. Assume (4.5.1) is 
satisfied. 
l) The K-character 01r E V'(K) of 1rlK has a well-defined restriction 
01r IK' to K' as a distribution. 
2) The restriction 1rlK' is K' -admissible, and 01rlK' coincides with a 
K' -character of 1rlK'. 

The idea of Lemma 4.7.1 is similar to the proof of the theorem due 
to Gelfand-Piateski-Shapiro: 

Fact 4. 7.3 (see [9], Chapter I, §2). Let r be a co-compact discrete 
subgroup of G. Then L2 ( G /f) is a Hilbert direct sum of irreducible 
unitary representations of G with finite multiplicity. 

The first statement of Lemma 4.7.2 follows from an estimate of the 
singularity spectrum of a hyperfunction ( or the wave front set of a dis
tribution) ( e.g. [13], [17]), but the second one does not follow from a 
general theory of micro-local analysis (see [30], Remark 2.8). 

4.8. Next, we consider algebraically discretely decomposable restric
tions. Let us give a quick review on the associated varieties of U(g)
modules (see [6], [52]). If Vis a finite dimensional complex vector space, 
we use the following notation: 
V* the dual vector space of V over C, 
S(V) : the symmetric algebra of V '.::::'. the polynomial algebra on V*, 
Sk(V): the subspace of S(V) of homogeneous elements of degree k, 

Sk(V): = EB7=oS1(V). 
Let M = Ef)~=O Mk be a finitely generated S(V)-module. We say 

Mis a graded S(V)-module if Si(V)M1 c Mi+1 (i,j ?: 0). We define 
the ideal of S (V) by 

Anns(V)(M) := {f E S(V): f · m = 0 for any m EM}, 
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and a closed cone in V* by 

SuppS(V)(M) := p. EV*: JC>.)= 0 for any f E Anns(V)(M)}. 

Let gic be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over C. For each integer 
n ?: 0, let Un(gic) denote by the subspace spanned by elements of the 
form Y1 · · · Yk with Yi, ... , Yk E gic and k::; n. We note that Uo(gic) = CC. 
It is convenient to put U_ 1 (gic) = 0. Then, U(gic) is a filtered algebra 
in the sense that 

(X) 

U(gic) = U Uk(gic), 
k=l 

The associated graded algebra grU(gic) := EBr=O Uk(gic)/Uk-1(gic) is 
isomorphic to the symmetric algebra S(gic) = EBr=O Sk(gic) of 91C, by 
the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. 

Suppose X is a finitely generated U(gic)-module. We take a finite 
dimensional subspace X 0 which generates X as a U(gic)-module. We 
put Xk := Uk(gic)X0 (k EN). It is convenient to put X_ 1 := {0}. Then 
we have an increasing filtration {Xdk such that 

(X) 

Therefore, ifwe put grX := EB~oxk with xk := Xk/Xk-1, then grX 
is a finitely generated gr U(gic) c:c: S(gic)-module. Define the variety 
V(X) by 

V(X) = V9 (X) = SuppS(gc)(gr X) C 9c-

Then V9 ( X) is independent of the choice of the generating subspace X 0 

and is called the associated variety of the U(gic)-module X. 
We define the nilpotent cone N* for gic by 

N* = N;c := {>- E 9c: !(>-) = 0, for all f E s+(gicf}. 

Here s+(gic) := EBr=l Sk(gic) is the maximal ideal of S(gic), and s+(gic)G 
is the ring of G-invariant elements. Then we have 

Fact 4.8 (see [52], Corollary 5.4). If X is a gic-module of finite 
length, then the associated variety V9 (X) is contained in N9*c. 

4.9. Suppose we are in Setting 2.1. We write the projection 

* ( I )* pr 9 __, 9' : 9ic ---, 9ic 
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dual to the inclusion of complexified Lie algebras g~ <......., gie. We write 
( 7rK, X) for the underlying (gie, K)-module. Here is a necessary condi
tion for the restriction 1rla' to be g'-discretely decomposable: 

Theorem B (see [31], Corollary 3.4). If the restriction 1rla, is 
g'-discretely decomposable (see Definition 2.6), then 

(4.9.1) 

If the restriction 1rla, is g'-discretely decomposable, then the "size" 
of the representation 7r should be relatively small and the "size" of the 
subgroup G' should be relatively large. The above theorem gives a 
justification of this "feeling" in terms of the associated variety. 

4.10. Let us compute explicit criteria in Theorem A and Theorem B 
where 7rK is a Zuckerman-Vogan's derived functor module (this is the 
most important case in applications (e.g. [32], [34])). Then, we shall 
see that the necessary condition in Theorem B is also sufficient (see 
Theorem C). We start with a briefreview of Zuckerman-Vogan's derived 
functor modules. Standard references are [20], [48], [55]. 

We extend t to a Cartan subalgebra ~ of g. Given v E At+ ( C 

At*), we define a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of gie by q = q(v) := 

lie + u, where lie and u are stable under ad(~) with weights given by 

~(lie, ~ic) := { a E ~(gie, ~ic) : (a, v) = O}, 

~(u, ~ic) := { a E ~(gie, ~ic) : (a, v) > O}. 

Let L := Za(v), and L a metaplectic covering of L defined by the 
character of L acting on /\t0 Pu ~ C 2p(u)· Here we write the charac
ter (C2p(u) in an additive way. We note that lie is the complexified Lie 

algebra of L ( and also of L). The elliptic orbit Ad( G)X ~ G / L car
ries a G-invariant complex structure, with the canonical line bundle 
fl := !\t0 PT*(G/L) ~ GxL(C2p(u)· Suppose Wis a finite dimensional 

metaplectic representation of L. Then the L-module W 0 (Cp(u) defines 
a G-homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle W := GxL(W 0 (Cp(u))-

As an algebraic analog of the Dolbeault cohomology group H~ ( G / L, W) 
(see [56]), Zuckerman introduced the cohomological parabolic induction 

R~ = (Rn 1 (j E N), which is a covariant functor from the category 
of metaplectic (lie, (L n K)~)-modules to that of (gie, K)-modules. If 
the Z(lic)-infinitesimal character 'Y E ~IC of an irreducible metaplectic 
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representation W of L lies in the good range (see [51], Definition 2.5), 
namely, if Re('Y, a) > 0 for any a E ~(u, ~ic), then R{(W) = 0 for 
any j-/- S := dimic(untic) and Rf (W) is an irreducible (gic, K)-module. 

Furthermore, if dim W = 1, we sometimes write Aq (>.) for Rf (W) where 
(['.>. := W 12)(('._p(u) is a character of L. Here, we follow the normalization 

in [50], Definition 6.20 for R{; and the one in [53], §5 for Aq (as we did 
in [29], §2). We define a closed cone by 

(4.10.1) IR+ (u n p) := { n 13 (3: n 13 ;::: 0} (cv-It*). 
/3E~(unpc,tc) 

Theorem 4.10. With notation as above, suppose W is a finite 

dimensional metaplectic representation of L in the good range. Then we 
have 

(4.10.2) 

(4.10.3) 

ASK(Rf (W)) c IR+(u n p) n Rt~. 
V9 (Rf (W)) = Ad(Kic)(u- n pie). 

Proof. 1) See [30], §3 for (4.10.2). 
2) See [6] or [51] for (4.10.3) (see also [31], Lemma 2.7 in the case where 
W is in the weakly fair range). D 

4.11. By using Theorem 4.10, we have the following result from Theo
rem A and Theorem B for Zuckerman-Vogan's derived functor modules: 

Theorem C (see [31], Theorem 4.2)'. Suppose that (G, G') is a 
reductive symmetric pair and that q is a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of 
gic. Retain the above notation and we suppose that positive systems are 
taken to be compatible in such a way that ~(untie, tic) C ~+(tic, tic) (see 
§ 4.3 and§ 4.10}. Then, the following three conditions (i}, (ii) and (iii) 
on the triple ( G', G, q) are equivalent: 
i) Aq (>.) is g' -discrete decomposable for any >.. 

ii) Aq (>.) is g' -discrete decomposable for some >. in the good range. 
iii) IR+ (u n p) n A(c,,.)* = {0}. 

If C>.+p(u) is in the good range, then Aq (>.) is unitarizable by a 
theorem of Vogan and Wallach ([49], [54]), and the Hilbert completion 

7r := Aq(>.) E G 

defines an irreducible unitary representation of G. 
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The following theorem means that algebraic discrete decomposabil
ity implies finite multiplicity. 

Theorem D. If one of (therefore, all of) the equivalent condi-
tions in Theorem C is satisfied, then the restriction 1ric, is G' -admissible. 

In particular, the multiplicity m71" ( T) is finite for any T E G' in the dis
crete branching law 

EE) 

1rlc1 c::::_ L m7r(T)T (discrete Hilbert sum). 

TEG' 

4.12. For G::) G', we define a subset of G by 

(4.12.1) DDR(G;G') := {1r E G: 1rlc, is g'-discretely decomposable}. 

It is an interesting problem to determine explicitly the subset DDR( G; G') 
of the unitary dual G for a reductive symmetric pair ( G, G'). DDR 
stands for discretely decomposable restriction. 

Example 4.12.1. If G' is a maximal compact subgroup K of G, 
then any irreducible unitary representation 1T of G is £-discretely decom
posable. Thus, 

DDR(G;K) = G. 

Example 4.12.2 (see [31], §7.1). There are 18 family of irreducible 
unitary representations of G = U(2, 2) with integral infinitesimal char
acters. All of them are of the form Aq (>.) with a suitable choice of a 
0-stable parabolic subalgebra q and a character (CA (see [46]). We con
sider a subgroup G' of G such that G' c::::_ Sp(l, 1) c::::_ Spin(4, 1). Then, 
12 family satisfy the conditions (iii) in Theorem C, so that they are 
g' -discretely decomposable. 

In particular, we write G1 a (finite) subset of G with the same in

finitesimal character of the trivial representation 1, then DDR( G; G') C 

G has an intersection with G1 as follows: 

~ (ooR(G; G') n 81) = 12, ~81 = 18. 

Example 4.12.3 (see [31], Theorem 8.1). Suppose that Ge is a 
connected simple complex Lie group and GIR is a normal real form of 
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Ge. Then, no infinite dimensional unitary representation 7r of Ge is 
{IR.-discretely decomposable. Thus, 

DDR(Gc; GR.)= {1}. 

§5. Conjectures on discrete branching laws 

5.1. Suppose we are in Setting 2.1. We compare the following three 
conditions: 
(5.1.1) The restriction 1rlK' is K'-admissible. 
(5.1.2) The restriction 1rla, is G'-admissible. 
(5.1.3) The restriction 1rla, is g'-discretely decomposable. 

We note that (5.1.1) implies (5.1.2) (see Lemma 4.7.1). The condi
tion (5.1.1) also implies (5.1.3) (see [31], Proposition 1.6). 

5.2. The following conjecture is a generalization of both Harish
Chandra's admissibility theorem and Theorem D for Zuckerman-Vogan's 
derived functor modules. 

Conjecture A. Assume that (G, G') is a reductive symmetric 

pair. Then, (5.1.1} is equivalent to (5.1.3} for any 1r E 8. 

Remark 5.2. 1) The non-trivial part of Conjecture A is the im
plication (5.1.3) * (5.1.1). Namely, g'-discrete decomposability should 
control the multiplicity of K' -types. 
2) Conjecture A is true if G' = K, a maximal compact subgroup of G. 
In fact, 1rlK is K-admissible by Harish-Chandra's admissibility theorem 

(Fact 2.4) for any 7r E 8. On the other hand, the restriction 1rlK is 
always t-discretely decomposable (see Example 2.6.2). 
3) Conjecture A is true if 7rK ~ Aq(.>.), a Zuckerman-Vogan's derived 
functor module (see Theorem Din §4), especially if 1r is a discrete series 
representation of G. 
4) Conjecture A is true if 7r is a Kostant-Binegar-Zierau's minimal 
unipotent representation of G = O(p, q) (see [4], [36], [38]) and G' = 
O(p', q') x O(p", q") where p' + p" = p, q' + q" = q. In fact, it is proved 
in [37], §4 that 

(5.1.1) ~ min(p',q',p",q") = 0 ~ (5.1.3). 

5) We need the assumption that (G, G') is a symmetric pair. In fact, 
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without any assumption on ( C, C'), the condition (5.1.3) does not al
ways imply (5.1.1). A trivial counter example is given by C' = {e}, 
where (5.1.1) fails and (5.1.3) holds. 
6) Conjecture A implies that the restriction nla" is gu-discretely de
composable if and only if the restriction nlau0 is gu9-discretely decom
posable. 

Here, we put 
cuo := {g E C : a0g = g} 

for an involutive automorphism a commuting with a Cartan involution 
0. The pair (C, cu0 ) is called an associated symmetric pair of a 
symmetric pair (C, cu). For example, (SL(n, C), SO(n, C)) is associ
ated to (SL(n, C), SL(n, JR)). The important property of the associated 
symmetric pair is that a maximal compact subgroup of cu is isomorphic 
to that of cu0 because 

cu n K = {g E C : ag = 0g = g} = cu0 n K. 

5.3. By using Theorem A and Theorem Bin §4, Conjecture A can be 
deduced from the following conjectured relationship between the associ
ated varieties V9(nK) and the asymptotic K-support ASK(n): 

Conjecture B. Assume that (C, C') is a reductive symmetric 
pair. If 7r E G satisfies 

then 
ASK(7r) n Cone(C') = {O} (see (4.5.1)). 

5.4. The crucial point in Conjecture A (or Conjecture B) is that it 
implies the following finite multiplicity conjecture: 

Conjecture C ( discreteness =} finite multiplicity). Let ( C, C') 
be a reductive symmetric pair. If the restriction nla, is g'-discretely 
decomposable, then 

(5.4.1) (Vr E G'). 

Remark 5.4- 1) If Conjecture C is true, then (5.1.3) implies (5.1.2). 
This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2. 7. 
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2) An analogous statement of Conjecture C is not true for the multiplic
ity of continuous spectrum ([31], §0.4). That is, the multiplicity in the 
continuous spectrum can be infinite almost everywhere in the branching 
law for a reductive symmetric pair (G, G'). 
3) The assumption "g'-discretely decomposable" in Conjecture C is im
portant because there exists a counter example for Conjecture C without 
the assumption of g'-discrete decomposability. Namely, the multiplicity 
in the discrete spectrum can be also infinite in the branching law of the 
restriction 1rla, which is not g'-discretely decomposable (i.e. the below 
(5.4.2) can happen). 

In Example 5.5, we shall give a more delicate example of a symmetric 
pair (G, G') and 71" E G such that the following (5.4.2) and (5.4.3) happen 
simultaneously: 

(5.4.2) 

(5.4.3) 

dimHoma,(a1,1rla,) = oo for some a1 E G', 
0 < dimHoma,(a2,1rla,) < oo for some a2 E G'. 

4) Here are implications among the above three conjectures: 

(5.4.4) Conjecture B =} Conjecture A =} Conjecture C. 

5.5. Here is an example which is mentioned in Remark 5.4 (3). 

Example 5.5. Let (G, G') be a reductive symmetric pair 

(Sp(2, IC), Sp(2, JR)) ~ (S0(5, IC), S0(3, 2)). 

Let 

1r = 7rx E G 
be a unitary principal series representation of G induced from a unitary 
character x of a Cartan subgroup H = TA of G. Here, T '.::='. 11'2 and 
A '.::='. lR.2. Then, for any x E fl and any non-holomorphic discrete series -representation a 1 E G', we have: 

(5.5.1) 

Also, there exists x E fl such that 

(5.5.2) 
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Sketch of Proof. We may assume T is contained in G'. We write 
<C\a,b) for the restriction xlr where (a, b) E 'll}. There are 4 open orbits 
of G' on the flag variety of G, for which each isotropy subgroup is iso
morphic to 11'2. Accordingly, the restriction 7r I G' is unitarily equivalent 
to the sum of the Hilbert spaces of £ 2-sections of G' -equivariant line 
bundles G' Xr ((\c1a,c2b) _____, G' /T: 

(5.5.3) nla 1 ~ EB £ 2( G' /T; Ccc1a,c2b))-
€1 ,c2=±l 

We denote by T(a,b) the irreducible ( a - b + 1 )-dimensional represen
tation of U(2) with highest weight (a,b) E 'll.} (a 2: b) (see (4.1.2)). For 

(µ1, µ2) E Z2 with µ1 - 1 > µ2 > 0, we write a(µ 1 ,µ 2 ) E G' for a non
holomorphic discrete series representation with minimal K-type T(µ 1,µ 2) 
and with infinitesimal character (µ 1 -1, µ 2) E tc in the Harish-Chandra 
parametrization. Then an explicit computation of the Blattner formula 
(e.g. [35], Example 6.3) shows: 

dim Homu(2)( T(p,q), a(µ 1,µ 2) lu(2)) 

= min ( 0, 1 + [ p ~ µ 1] , 1 + p - q - : 1 + µ 2) 

if p - q - µ1 + µ2 E 2Z. In view of the restriction formula U(2) l 11'2: 

dimHom11'2 (Cca,b), T(p,q) l11'2) = 1 if a+ b = p + q, q ~a~ P, 

we have 

(5.5.4) 

for any (a, b) E Z2 because 

{(p,q) E Z2 : Hom11'2(C(a,b),T(p,q)l11'2)-/= {O}, 

Homuc2)(T(p,q),a(µ1,µ2)luc2))-/= {O}} 

= {(p, q) E Z 2 : p + q =a+ b, q ~a~ p,p - q - µ1 + µ2 E 2Z} 

is an infinite set. It follows from (5.5.3) and (5.5.4) that we have 

dim Homa, (a(µ 1 ,µ2 ), nla1 ) = oo 

for any (µ1,µ2) E Z2 with µ1 -1 > µ2 > 0. 
There exists another family of non-holomorphic discrete series of G', 

and we can show similarly that all of them occur in the discrete spectrum 
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in the restriction 1rl 0 , with infinite multiplicity. Thus, we have proved 
(5.5.1) for any non-holomorphic discrete series representation a 1 of G' 

and for any x E ii. 
On the other hand, suppose a is a holomorphic discrete series rep

resentation of G'. Then, for any ( a, b) E CC2 , we have 

dimHom11'2(CC(a,b),alp) < oo, 

because Theorem A guarantees the 1f2-admissibility of the restriction 
al11'2 (see also [16], [30], [43]). We fix (a, b) E Z2 such that 

dim Hom11'2 (CC(a,b), 1rl11'2) =/= 0. 

Let 1r = 1r x be a unitary principal series representation of G such that 
xlr = CC(a,b), where (a, b) is the above fixed one. Then, it follows from 
(5.5.3) that 

0 < dimHomc,(a, 1rlc1 ) < oo. 

Thus, (5.5.2) is also proved. • 

5.6. Our strategy of the study of G'-admissible restrictions was to 
replace G'-admissibility by K'-admissibility (see Theorem A, for exam
ple). It is likely to be true that G'-admissibility is equivalent to K'
admissibility in the branching problem in Setting 2.1. Namely, without 
any assumption of the pair (G, G'), we pose: 

Conjecture D. In Setting 2.1, (5.1.1} is equivalent to (5.1.2). 

Remark 5. 6. 1) The non-trivial part of Conjecture D is the impli
cation (5.1.2) =;,- (5.1.1). 
2) Conjecture D is true if G' is compact by a trivial reason. 
3) There exists a unitary representation 1r' of G' such that 1r' is G'
admissible but its restriction 1r'IK' is not K'-admissible. In this case, 
Conjecture D implies that there is no hidden symmetry in 1r', namely, 
the representation 1r' cannot be extended to a larger reductive group G 
as an irreducible unitary representation of G. 
4) Conjecture D implies that the restriction 1rlc~ is G"-admissible if and 
only if the restriction 1rlc~e is G"0-admissible in the case where (G,G') 
is a symmetric pair ( G, G") and ( G, G"0 ) is an associated pair. 

5. 7. It is likely that the notion of G' -admissibility restriction coin
cides with algebraically discrete decomposability, provided ( G, G') 1s a 
symmetric pair. For the record, we write 
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Conjecture E. Suppose ( G, G') is a reductive symmetric pair and 

1r E G. Then, (5.1.1), (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) are all equivalent. 

Remark 5. 7. The following three are equivalent (see Remark 5.4 (1)): 

Conjectures A and D {:} Conjectures C and D {:} Conjecture E. 

5.8. Suppose that G ::) G' are both real reductive linear Lie groups. 
Here is a (weak) relationship between discontinuous groups and branch
ing problems of unitary representations (see the diagram in §3.2): 

Conjecture F. If there exists a discrete subgroup r of G such 
that r acts properly discontinuously and co-compactly on a homogeneous 
space G / G', then there exists an infinite dimensional unitary represen

tation 1r E G such that 1rlc, is G' -admissible. 

Remark 5.8. l) Conjecture Fis true if G' = K, a maximal com
pact subgroup of G. In fact, there always exists such a discrete subgroup 
r by the theorem of Borel [5], while all 1r E G is K-admissible by the 
theorem of Harish-Chandra (Fact 2.4). 
2) Conjecture F is true if G' is a normal real form of a complex reduc
tive Lie group G. In fact, there is no such a discrete subgroup r by the 
Calabi-Markus phenomenon (see [7], [21], [26]), while there is no such 7r 

by Example 4.12.3. 
3) Conjecture F is true if G is the direct product group G 1 x G1 and 
G' is a diagonally embedded subgroup diag G 1 in G. In fact, the as
sumption of Conjecture F is satisfied by taking f := f 1 X { e} with f 1 

co-compact discrete subgroup in G1 . The conclusion of Conjecture F 

holds because one can take 1r := 1r1 ~ 1 with 1r1 E Ci. The above choice 
of r and 1r are more or less trivial. But non-trivial examples of r and 1r 

also exist for certain G 1 such as G 1 c::: SU(2, 2) (see [26] for example). 
4) Conjecture Fis true if (G,G') = (SU(2n,2),Sp(n, 1)) for any n as 
we saw in Example 3.3. 
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